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Operational risk management worksheet

Have you ever thought about the right ways to improve productivity, configure your supply chain or address demand? In recent years, businesses have strived to improve productivity and quality, reduce costs and delivery times, and embrace resilience and innovation. These strategies are part of the Operations Management (OM) activities that service and
manufacturing organizations engage. Operations management helps you understand OM's role in a firm and develop the ability to structure and solve problems related to operations. The course will empower you with the skills to address important aspects of business operations including capacity, productivity, quality and supply chain. You will understand
how operations are configured in an organization and factors that could potentially drive the complexity of managing such operations. We will also introduce concepts such as assessing capacity, identifying obstacles and removing bottlenecks. During the course, you will join us in discussing productivity improvement methods, development of quality
assurance systems and configuration of supply chain. The course will equip you with the right tools, techniques and skills to estimate, calculate, analyze and configure key elements of operations management. Identify an operating system with some known standard configurations Assess the complexity of an operating system Assess the complexity of an
operating system and the approximate capacity of the system understand the different components of a supply chain and need to properly identify them Understand ways to reduce the bullwhip effect in the supply chain and relate the concept of lean management to one's own business status process and productivity improvements. Use by using . Monitor a
process using quality problems analysis control chart Watch the course's welcome video from instructor B Mahadevan. Get an instructor-signed certificate with the institution logo to verify your achievement and increase your job prospects, or post it directly on LinkedIn, a nonprofit, course, an additional incentive to complete a nonprofit task, relies on verified
certificates to help fund free education for everyone globally. Learners from one or more of the following countries or regions will not be able to register for this course: iran, Cuba and the Crimea region of Ukraine. While edX has sought licenses from the US Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) to offer our courses to learners in these countries and
regions, the license we have received is not comprehensive enough to allow us to offer this course in all locations. EdX genuinely regrets that U.S. sanctions prevent us from offering all of our courses to everyone, no matter where they live. Don't run a small business Remarkable achievement. From time to time, you face operational management challenges
that require you to rethink your business strategy, pivot your organizational objectives and refocus your priorities. Stay ahead of the most common operational management challenges for small businesses so you can achieve your goals on time and on budget. One of the most common issues many small businesses deal with is managing ever-increasing
overhead. From rents to insurance to utility fees, high overhead costs can be severely damaging to your business if they are not kept in check. To avoid spending more on monthly payments or business supplies, be sure to plan carefully for your expenses. One of the key priorities of operational management in small business is to ensure that there is
sufficient regular cash flow. Keep a strict track of where your company's money is going and ask your employees to do the same. Working with a professional bookkeeper can help small businesses effectively manage their income and expenses to ensure they have enough cash flow. For many local small businesses, competition is fierce. To stand out from
the sea of other businesses, you need to separate yourself from them. However, what happens when a competitor has a different advantage you think you can't overcome? For example, if a competitor can start offering huge discounts that you can't match, you can come up against operational management issues. Can you reduce your expenses that can still
be profitable with that discount? Or can you provide a different kind of product or service to separate yourself in the eyes of your customers? Consider adding a new sales channel such as home delivery, online sales or wholesale. By constantly researching competitive trends, you can stay ahead of other businesses in your area. Staffing is an operational
management issue that many small businesses deal with. Recruiting, recruiting and training staff is a long and expensive process. In many small businesses, employees work in closer settings, often taking on many different tasks and functional responsibilities. It's important to hire people who fit your company's values, have the right temperament, and have
the skills and expertise needed to meet your goals. Even if you find the right employees for your company, they can leave within a few weeks or months if they don't enjoy their roles. Employee retention is a challenge for small businesses, which often see higher turnover rates. Focus on employee engagement to encourage employees to stay and grow with
their company. Give employees the opportunity to learn new skills and grow with their organization. One of the key issues in operational management is meeting compliance rules. Food Service, And in many industries, such as health, there are strict laws and regulations that businesses must abide by. Not completing these meetings Can result in costly fines
and penalties. For example, if you hire a marketing firm to create ads for your business, and it includes false or misleading claims within that ad, you may be in trouble with the Federal Trade Commission. Stay up to date with federal, state and county regulations that affect your industry and your business. Facing operation management challenges can help
your business overcome potential problems. When working on your business strategy, be sure to anticipate any possible obstacles to you. If the scenario occurs you develop the action plan that you can apply. For example, if you are in a business where your customer payments are being delayed by 30 days, you may experience a cash flow problem from
time to time. As a result, you may need to get a bridge loan or arrange alternative financing so that your business can pay your expenses on time. Operations management is the task of controlling and directing the design, production and distribution of products. Although people have been producing and selling products since the beginning of civilization, the
implementation of operational management is a relatively new phenomenon. Operational management came to prominence in the 20th century, but its roots can be traced back to the 18th and 19th centuries. One of the first people to address operational management issues was the Scottish philosopher - and father of modern economics - Adam Smith. In
1776, Smith wrote the Wealth of Nations, in which he described the division of labour. According to Smith, if workers split their functions, then they could finish producing their products more efficiently if the same number of workers manufactured the products from the start. This concept will later be used by Henry Ford with the introduction of the assembly
line. During the Industrial Revolution, machinery allowed factories to increase capacity and significantly increase their production. Despite this increase, there was a considerable inefficiency in production. Frederick Winslow Taylor and Ford: Two individuals helped overcome these inefficiencies in the early 20th century. Taylor developed a scientific approach
to operations management, collecting data about production, analyzing this data and using it to improve operations. Ford increased production efficiency by introducing assembly line production and improving the supply chain through bus-in-time delivery. Technological development during World War II created new possibilities for managers looking to
improve their operations. In particular, the development of computational technology will be analyzed by firms allowed for a degree of greater data. The capabilities of computers continue to grow rapidly, allowing for a higher degree of data analysis and communication. Modern producers are now able to track Through inventory, production and distribution
from raw materials. Quality management systems are popular in today's operational management. Quality management is a system for mapping, improving and monitoring operational procedures. A variety of quality management systems are in use among top firms, the most notable being systems ISO systems and Six Sigma. These systems are aimed at
enhancing the efficiency of business processes. Although operations management is generally dealt with by the manufacturing process, the development of the service industry has created an area of service operations management. Operations management focuses on tools and techniques that a manufacturing firm uses to ensure a smooth, effective
production process. If the company provides services, the operations administration points to the top leadership the factors that can prop up customer loyalty and sales. This discipline offers various benefits including improved profitability tracking, manufacturing expertise and regulatory compliance. Sound Operations Management causes corporate
leadership to challenge conventional wisdom or employees' sense of what is operational right. Simply put, senior executives rely on this activity to question existing procedures and ask personnel to come up with new ideas to do business and increase sales. In fact, companies with experienced, competent operations managers are generally adept at
monitoring their revenues and expenses. They do so by delving into corporate statements of income, profitability trends and budget reports, to name a few. Businesses adequately manage their operations to get handles on key internal and external factors. Internal factors include operational policies, intellectual capital and average attrition rates. It reflects the
number of employees leaving as a result of resignations, retirements and deaths. Forced workforce cuts, such as terminations, don't count as attrition rate components. Intellectual capital represents the various abilities, expertise and knowledge that a firm has gathered over time. External factors that charge operations managers include the state of the
economy and rivals' strategies. By helping a firm understand its internal and external circumstances, operations management improves the company's competitive position. This is because the business gets a better understanding of its operating environment and can adapt its strategy more effectively to changing circumstances. Marketing experts use the
SWOT concept -- strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats -- to describe this analytical process. Operations Management allows a manufacturing firm to transform or improve the way it produces goods, as well as how it stores items such as raw materials, work-in-process goods and fully finished products. This significant profit helps the manufacturer to
prevent a decline in the ability to buy debt, If the firm is incurring losses and cannot pay its existing liabilities, it may be. Manufacturing equipment used in operations management includes computer-aided production software, fault-tracking programs, warehouse management software and process re-engineering applications. By studiously analyzing operating
activities, corporate management waves a bye to days of heavy government fines and adverse regulatory decisions. Department chiefs and section heads have laid down adequate internal controls to ensure that rank and file personnel act in accordance with the law. For example, adequate operational management helps improve workplace safety, a key
criterion that the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration closely watches. near.
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